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 ABSTRACT 

 

Econorelativism and Econopositivism usually can be handled one after the 

other as the major perspective in diversity democracy. In such case the 

study incorporated mainly the new area of developing perspective for the 

newly developed political philosophy of diversity democracy to utilize such as 

the background and guideline to design country based politicoeconomic 

policy as well as during enactment of law as well also for the consideration 

such issue related diversity should be taking into account at international 

level while the case of agreements taking place among major countries as 

well as countries with international organization as if taking into 

consideration for conventions, covenants usually likely issued.  For such 

case the study conducted with the major aim of perspective building in the 

area of diversity democracy in the major area of economic subject area.  As 

to such utilizing such likely taking consideration the indigenous livelihood 

leading economic sector of any kind exist across the globe as if among the 

known community as to such those diverse having sectors of the economy 

should recognized as well should be worked on up to communal as well as 

individual based positive attitude developing for all diverse sectors of 

economic engagement exist elsewhere regardless of whom it belongs and 

whom it benefits as well. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

  

 Diversity democracy is the type of democracy that states all diversity should be respected, recognized, protected or 

safeguarded and target to build and promote tolerance among diverse groups of entities as well as advocate 

peacefully coexistence livelihood leading among those diverse entities or communities including among individuals 

with phases that began form recognition building to positive attitude having towards self as well as others with out 
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taking into consideration any diverse reality among diverse groups of community as well as other entities that 

belongs to any community exist across the globe. With this regard, this study highlighted the new thematic area as 

the part and elements of diversity democracy that to be used in politicoeconomic engagements while enacting laws 

and policy formulation while diversity democracy taking hold among major countries including those today 

consideration taken as backward and human and democratic right violation in relation to the absence of the 

recognition and positive attitude towards such diversity and diverse identity rampant. In such a way the study come 

up with the following objectives: 

 

 To discuss Econorelativism perspective. 

 To highlight the relation between Econorelativism and Econopositivism.  

 To well analyze the newly developed Econopositivism perspective in relation to Sociopositivism. 

  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 

Political and economic aspects are inseparable. Both handle the strategic and tactical plans as well as policies of 

the regimes holding power in appropriate situation usually in line with the globally exist political philosophy as well 

as other indigenous based diverse exist in the area of economic engagement among the natively residing 

communities in any respective country [1]. Consideration taking the globally exit schools of thoughts and economic 

perspectives to come up with the national policy as well such consideration usually served indeed to enhance the 

global based seek out and exist relationship building with other friendly including those  countries regarded as the 

major powers as well that case also usually used as the background as a criteria being a member of any 

internationally exist organization.  Well also indigenously exist and issued diversity of the indigenously practiced 

economic engagement without limiting the consideration and reconsideration to only certain economic mode as if 

the case directly related to the consideration and reconsideration of the reality exist within the country with 

diversifying economic engagement and considering and reconsidering any mode of production that exist within the 

country as if usually consideration taken to make the owned having become globalized case of economic 

engagement as such exporting and importing such commodities including its mode of production as if possible exist 

ofcourse such issue largely benefit all engaged stockholders of the community as well as individuals those with in 

the market chain not only those with in the country of origin but also across the globe.   

 

In this regard, chain building of the case of the ideological issue of that recognized or respected across the globe as 

well as the one that country has owned as in indigenous means of production as well as the output commodities or 

goods and services from such means of production as if must be consideration taken in diversity democracy. In 

diversity democracy diversity on one hand and diversified economic engagement on the other hand taking 

consideration and in this case democratic ways of building nation building by taking into account any diversified 

mode of production with the aim of making it available at the global or international market would the main target 

or fundamental assumption of diversity democracy. In this case interrelation and interconnection of the global 

communities with the aforementioned economic segments of the diversity issue of taking into consideration would 

be likely created and established and the existed also promoted and more advanced.  In this case, some elements 

of perspective building usually possible issue in this study that would be regarded as the guiding principle in the 

economic aspect of diversity democracy [2]. As to such major themes developed for the case usually the first one 

mainly based on the communally exist diverse economic engagement included landholding specially consideration 

taken in third world countries where the majority of the population living under poverty level. For such people or 

country having those poor population, various economic engagement that possibly produced large amount of 

quality and delicious foodstuff producing possibly exist.  As such inclusively diverse and indigenous modes of 

production as well as diversified output such as communities as well as other including goods and products of any 

kind as if diversification among diverse communities usually not consideration taken at global market and beyond. 

As to such not only at the global market but also others also losing consideration and recognition even at national 

or local market beyond the market that exist within the settlement or territory of the those communities that 

indigenous produced the stated commodities. On this issue with the issue consideration giving or losing the 

mentioned issue of perspective building as well as usuaing diversity democracy to mentionally taking consider to be 

appropriately supply to both to nationally and internally exist market possible the target of this study. As to such 

diversity democracy possible become a background to take all diverse issue to be consideration taken in political 

governance of any respective country including all marketable communities issually for the benefit and demand 

that exist across the globe ofcourse as such commodities and their mode of production might be unknown among 

varied communities across the globe regardless of the advantage it bears due to lack of political consciousness 
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and other problems formerly exist among those countries as if sometimes political misquoting usually among the 

restricting factor in that while the community having such mode of production and output produced by such 

indigenous modes of production targeting the community means that among certain regimes marginalizing what 

belongs to them as if usually among the major factor and means to weaken the potential of the targeted and 

marginalized communities as if one or more with in various counties. For such issue, various methods to come up 

with such indigenous output belongs to those marginalized communities across the globe usually taking place .But 

such objective usually still more than unsuccessful as such issue still the marginalized become more marginalized 

and even the formerly considered as advantaged groups of communities as if also targeted to become 

marginalized. As to such this problem needs more pragmatic solution with the tools that resolve such marginalizing 

aspect in economic and political governance of those specially developing countries where diversity marginalization 

and potential having strong community to individual level marginalizing as if rampant. 

  

For the mentioned problem, with this study especially in economic context of diversity democracy of targeting any 

diversity should be recognized, respected, appreciated and globalized as well free from marginalization project. The 

project failed or succeeded various economic engagements across the globe become to some instance project to 

be marginalized or to be hampered as well to be advanced more with consideration taken the issue of the reality 

belongs to the diverse community and the ability of coming up various advantage bearing marketable and 

subsistence output whether goods or services. As to such political marginalization usually exist among the major 

cause of any, project that target diversity of any kind. On this stand, for the solution of aforementioned problem, 

taking consideration of diversity democracy in inclusive way on one hand and using independent economic 

perspective by mentioning the diversity issue in economic instance exclusively with phases to fully realize the 

recognition and respect not only at the local level but also across the globe is obliged.  Diversity democracy issually 

has its own phases of political ideology including Politicorelativism, Neo Politicorelativism and lastly the matured 

stage becomes Politicopositivism or positivism.  

 

With this regard, alongside with the stated phases of  political ideology that to be implemented in sequence in 

temporal order one after the other consideration of indigenously exist diverse economic engagement including 

mode of production and the afterward output produced with such mode of production issueing is obliged. For the 

same purpose, the following economic perspective to be consideration taken in the implementation of diversity 

democracy as if developed that to be implemented with its own phases in temporal similar to that of the political 

context mentioned above. Those includes Econorelativism and Econopositivism as the former usually stresses on 

communal based exist diversity in the area of economic context to be searched, recognized and globalized whether 

through advertizing or any other means.  The latter usually stresses largely on individual based diversified works of 

marketable inventions and innovations to be protected, to be legalized not only at local level but also at 

international level, taking consideration taken to the manufacturing company to the industry of owned by the 

innovators or innovators or equivocally with other able with out hampering the initial works and the moral issue and 

enthusiastic behaving of of the innovators and inventors. As to such marketable means not hampering or damaging 

partially or totally the initial either by copying the initial one to state as substitution criteria based mentioning or via 

other means as if  all various economic engagement at this level whether the case of community or individual level 

exist as if seen to be positively as building positive attitude towards one another usually among the target to be 

issued mainly at the second phase but begin at the first phase. As if at the Econorelativism context building 

positivity towards what the community owned together as the case hampering what exist at communal level as if 

damaging any diversity among the respective community up to individual level as those belongs to the individuals 

also to somehow belongs to the community or the country at large.  

 

To such issue is consideration taken mentioning such issue of egalitarianism as if possible exist to ignore the 

ownership issue that mentioned here but among various countries residing communities across the globe still as 

poverty is rampant and not only mentioning but also controlling various resources even natural resources such as 

land ownership of the case case largely consideration taken as belongs to the peoples and the state as if such 

issue in the Econorelativism phase of diversity democracy probably good if consideration taken as the one able 

person can totally control in purchasable or via any other means even in a corrupt way by dislocating and displacing 

the natively residing peoples.  

 

So therefore, until the fundamental assumption Econorelativism that stresses on communal economic engagement 

diversity recognition and positivity build up issue towards each other among the diverse communities of residing 

nearby to them or from the governing body that handle the political governance  of the country usually in developing 

countries fully realized stating priority giving to other issue as if problematic. So therefore, first largely diversity  

democracy stresses up on searching, and recognizing of  the existed diverse economic engagements among the 

communities in the respective countries but without overlooking the individual ability and capacity of any king in the 
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economic engagement as usually with competition with owned capital, skill ,talent as well free market never be 

violated. But by the name of free market overlooking the interest and need or goal of those able but having capital 

as if commonly seen today across the globe as such the same issue must taking consideration taken with caution. 

But to that of Econopositivism positivism building up to the individual level as mentioned above given priority by the 

assumption that the communal case usually fully realized in the first phase of Econorelativism. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 
The study focuses on recognition and positive attitude having towards any diverse economic engagements to be 

utilized in diversity democracy and also beyond as targeting any diversity should be recognized, respected, 

appreciated and globalized as well free from marginalization project. On this stand, for the solution of 

aforementioned problem, taking consideration of diversity democracy in inclusive way on one hand and using 

independent economic perspective by mentioning the diversity issue in economic instance exclusively with phases 

to fully realize the recognition and respect not only at the local level but also across the globe is obliged.  

 

Econorelativism perspective 

  
As to such of Econorelativism as if stating all various modes of production exist elsewhere across the globe among 

diverse communities usually as an indigenous ways of production specially those foodstuff aspects usually 

consideration taken, recognizing and protecting such to not be hampered or banned must be taken into account. 

In such away banning means not only in a lawful means but also systematically targeting to not  be practiced in 

appropriate way as well prohibiting encouragement via financial allocation from the national yearly budget as well 

as through education by educating and training delivering appropriate professionals as well as  ill encouraging in 

the area of reasonable and to make researchable and research based appropriate targeted service delivery for the 

concerned body of the area stakeholder for the aim of more advancement and more promotion of the same 

indigenously practiced mode of production and any beneficial economic activities at least for certain known 

community as if must be legally protected to not be either lawfully or systematically hampered as well as obstacling 

making for any negative consequence having must be locally or nationally or internationally work on it. 

 

In such issue consideration taken as to the fundamental assumption of Econorelativism school of thoughts of 

cultural relativism and political philosophy of the ideologies diversity democracy, all diverse mode of production and 

other benefit bearing economic activities that exist among the known communities across the globe whether such 

modes of production and benefit bearing economic activities usually indigenously practiced for long among any 

respective community as well as importing from other localities of the other known community for the same 

purpose of benefiting self or other exporting communities elsewhere as to such all must recognized, respected, 

appreciated, encouraged at national as well as at international level as if making such recognition and protection 

on legal term as well as including conventions and covenants as well agreements must be consideration taken. 

As has been stated above protectional issue must be for all means in such a way all stated modes of production as 

well as the output that produced through such mode of production must be consideration taken [3]. Alongside with 

such protectional delivery and recognition bearing both at local/national level as well as international level as if 

those diverse communities usually having the stated modes of production whether indigenously or importing from 

other as if at community level all must be respected, legally protected from any hampering either systematically or 

officially as such issue usually taking place based political intent of damaging the potential having and what 

belongs to them as an ownership and also damaging and hampering the community based hampering what 

belongs to them by stating systematically or officially disclosing to/at an international level inappropriate way by 

stating the respective targeted modes of production and the economic output that produced by such means as a 

backward, poorest mode of production, consideration as primitive including stating such attribute wrongly but 

purposely for political case attached to it as well with giving any consideration and due respect to advance more, 

and to promote well and without making any advocacy work to make known such mode of production and its 

results as if benefit bearing usually consideration taken among the community means that among knowledge to 

mention what exist with that mode of production, How it works, how such mode of production bears benefit and 

what benefit it bears at individual as well as at community level usually to explain such skillfully as such belongs to 

the member of the community. 

 

As to such if the community largely targeted fro the political purpose by those political elite handling the governance 

or power at local/national level as if historically in the politics of the respective country as well as up to date the 

issue of stating such mode of production, output the stated means of production bears including the community 
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that indigenously practiced or practicing as well ignorance of the importing community as if openly officially taking 

place while anybody can see the global aspect whether historically or up to date political aspect of various countries 

specially what is exist among the countries that lead by dictatorial regime usually possible what has been the stated 

above. 

 

In this regard advancing and promoting what to is consideration taken as backward, primitive alongside with the 

livelihood of the way those politically targeted community leading usually must be worked on, must be advanced, 

and must be promoted. As to such working for the advancement and more promotion as if not only for the benefit 

bearing for locally exist/taking place usually as subsistence economy to benefit at the local level only those 

indigenously practicing such economic activities or production. 

 

With this regard any advancement and related works on such economic activities usually stated above must be 

aimed at becoming more output bearing then followed by working on to become an input for the factory that exist at 

the local level for such output or the newly inaugurated factory as if input case of using such as the raw material for 

the factory that exist elsewhere considerable the most essential element that to be considerable taken in such 

Econorelativism school of thoughts on such issue economic activities that practiced at local level by any community 

that indigenously practiced earlier period and taken such output to factory level means that advancing such 

economic activities with its mode of production and  more output producing both at local level and elsewhere 

beyond as if the most important target of the issue of Econorelativism school of thoughts/perspective. 

 

In this regard, issue of advancement, promotion, with any advancement, promotion with any advocacy and 

awareness creation thought education formerly or through media as if issue consideration giving as recognition, 

acknowledging, respect giving, protection delivery to not to be hampered and banned, encouragement giving. As to 

such mentioning such as usually advancing means make advantageous both at the local level the community 

indigenously practicing such indigenous based economic activities as well as all diverse communities with in the 

same country as well as across the globe as diversity and diverse means consideration taken as any variety, 

heterogeneity of any kind whether exist at local /country level or at global context regardless of geographical 

context. In such a way advantage bearing in this case not only limited to that of the economic context but the case 

might be related to advocacy work   for the diverse community that belongs the globe as such largely related to 

political violation of rights as of any kind of such protection usually knowledge the community, using the talent, skill, 

knowledge that belongs to the community as well as all members of the community whether the case is indigenous 

practiced talent, knowledge, skill as well as acquired by talented individuals of the respective community of borne 

and grow among the stated communities of diverse having exist elsewhere across the globe otherwise, if the 

community largely targeted for political purpose or other means using such talent, skill and knowledge as if 

impossible. This is because hiding both talent, skill, and knowledge as well as the talented, skillful, knowledgeable 

individuals whether indigenously skilled or talented or acquired through modern education possible exist among 

various countries knowingly or unknowingly due to certain issues Minimally consideration for  own benefit , own 

political power by both political elites and authoritarian advocacy working paid talented scholars as if consideration 

taken for such as if protecting and safeguarding not only the economic activities that belongs to any community but 

all the respective communities the stated economic activities belongs. 

  
Econopositivism perspective 

 
In such a way positivity building and positive attitude development programs among varied having communities as 

well as their respective mode of production at local level among such indigenously practicing animal husbandry, 

crop production usually after harvest taking such output to the factory as an input and raw materials for factory 

elsewhere without consideration where and among whom the indigenously produced as if consideration taken as if 

more important with positive attitudinal having all belongs to us and all must be consideration taken in equal 

manner as ours not theirs and yours. Specially in factory level using such as an input and raw materials based 

appropriately issued positive attitude without consideration of where and belongs to whom otherwise based only on 

cost-benefit analysis including the cost breakdown usually including the social responsibility as an ethical 

background usual with taking consideration positively with considering the written law and other only on positivism 

perspective benefiting us benefiting all consideration must be taking into account. 

 

As to such issue of cost-benefit analysis to use within the factory as an output usually taking into account to 

become input in manufacturing sector usually by consideration taken the market elements alone such as price of 

the commodities that usually harvested as social responsibility both at input/harvest coming from and belong to 

the community of such products including agricultural sector based produced output as well as the communities as 
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the factory established among as if in their settlement area as to geographic aspect or issue consideration taken 

usually distancing the factory of the manufacturing sector from input area usually known for its usual and unusual 

cost increment as to socially responsible taking consideration means usually establishing nearby to the input 

having area as if the appropriate method to be both social responsible as well as market based profit maximization 

issue of the industrialization sector consideration taken mainly in appropriate time and place having such usually 

make the community advantageous of any kind, as if making the economic sector socially responsible and more 

profitable. In such a way input utilization and factory establishment also must be consideration taken with positivity 

benefiting those community that indigenously or in a modern way producing the so called the earlier products of 

produced based indigenously way [4]. But, based or such consideration of market elements as well as other 

historical political pressure and due to other means the community could not able to modernize means ignoring, 

banning and any other hindrance of such economic activities as if the community benefit as if unallowed. Positivity 

must be consideration taken benefiting all, benefiting all to mean that benefiting what belongs to us as the 

community as to such no more you  and we as to Econopositivism perspective means working to benefit all know 

diverse having communities in economic aspect as if the main backing round and fundament as assumption of the 

perspective of Econopositivism. 

 

As to such ours means all without consideration any variety, any diversity, any heterogeneity in economic context 

similarly to  that other dimension consideration taken such as Sociorelativism in the area of diversity and diverse 

identity in similar and the same area of social aspect. As to such ignoring and accepting/respecting what belongs to 

some and taking consideration or denying consideration what belongs to others as if in separable. If economic 

aspect taking consideration the fundamental assumption of either Econorelativism or Econopositivism fundamental 

assumption by no means inseparable from what Sociorelativism or Sociopositivism as well as Politicorelativism or 

Politicopositivism fundamental assumption indicate and advocate for. For the realization of all round recognition as 

well as positive build up towards all diverse exist without consideration taken any dimension concurrently 

implementing as well as planning to implement both at respective national/country level as well as international 

level usually must be consideration taken [5]. And such issue also obliged as if positivism incorporated all round 

dimensions taking into account as Sociopositivism, Econopositivism and Politicopositivism for the benefit of all 

diverse having known communities exist across the globe without consideration taken than local existence with 

regard to local/country or continental level.  

 

 All countries and their governments must be more responsible usually to plan on, to implement for the 

aforementioned purpose as if international level exist entities usually monitoring as well as controlling up to 

pressuring a influencing for the same purpose based on the fundamental assumption of the aforementioned all 

perspectives. As if political consideration to downward as well as to advance the stated issue of positivism building 

as well recognition bearing as if the major element that should be controlled and monitoring at the local level by the 

community having diversity as well as at international level while at the local level local participation and decision 

making of all round on the affair of the benefit of the community hindered or banned influence from international 

level exist entity must be consideration taken.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

The study carried out in the area of perspective development in relation to diversity democracy specially to utilize 

such as the background and guideline of the economic or politicoeconomic area while policies are formulated and 

laws are enacted appropriately to take into consideration the reality exist in the country and beyond in relation to 

the issue of diversity and diverse identity recognition and positive attitude development towards diversity of any 

kind in the area of economic engagement.  In this instance the major themes analyzed well in the study exclusively 

Econorelativism which usually stresses on the recognition and reconsideration of the existed diverse economic 

engagements as well Econopositivism that also states the positive building up and having positive attitude towards 

diverse economic engagements whether the case would practice at communal level or individual level innovation 

and invention. As to such both economic perspectives stresses on the factory based manufacturing engagement 

with in the implementation of diversity democracy as the political ideology across the globe where all should 

categorized as the input for the to be expanded in diversity democrat as if must be taking consideration.  
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